We propose a physical layer (PHY) caching scheme for wireless ad hoc networks. The PHY caching exploits cacheassisted multihop gain and cache-induced dual-layer CoMP gain, which substantially improves the throughput of wireless ad hoc networks. In particular, the PHY caching scheme contains a novel PHY transmission mode called the cache-induced dual-layer CoMP, which can support homogeneous opportunistic CoMP in the wireless ad hoc network. Compared with traditional per-node throughput scaling results of 1/ √ N , we can achieve O(1) per node throughput for a cached wireless ad hoc network with N nodes. Moreover, we analyze the throughput of the PHY caching scheme for regular wireless ad hoc networks and study the impact of various system parameters on the PHY caching gain.
I. INTRODUCTION
R ECENTLY, wireless caching has been proposed as a costeffective solution to handle the high traffic rate caused by content delivery applications [1] . By exploiting the fact that content is "cachable", wireless nodes can cache some popular content during off-peak hours, in order to reduce traffic rate at peak hours. Caching has been widely used in wired networks.
One key difference between wireless and wired networks is that the performance of wireless networks is fundamentally limited by the interference. However, this unique feature of wireless networks is not fully exploited in existing wireless caching schemes. Recently, more advanced interference mitigation techniques such as coordinated multipoint (CoMP) transmission [2] have been proposed. Conventionally, the CoMP technique requires high capacity backhaul for payload exchange between the transmitting nodes. However, backhaul connectivity to the transmitting node may not be available in situations such as wireless adhoc networks. An interesting question is that, can we exploit wireless caching to achieve CoMP gain in wireless adhoc networks without payload backhaul connections between the nodes? Manuscript received October 23, 2014; revised March 22, 2015 and July 28, 2015; accepted October 13, 2015. Date of publication October 26, 2015; date of current version March 8, 2016 . This work was supported by RGC16204814. The associate editor coordinating the review of this paper and approving it for publication was L. Sanguinetti.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TWC. 2015.2494579 In this paper, we propose a PHY caching scheme to achieve both cache-induced opportunistic CoMP and cache-assisted multihopping in wireless adhoc network as elaborated below.
• Cached-induced opportunistic CoMP: If the content accessed by several nodes exists simultaneously at the nearby nodes (i.e., each nearby node has a complete copy of the requested content), the nearby nodes can engage in CoMP and enjoy CoMP gain. In this way, we can opportunistically transform the interference network topology into a more favorable MIMO broadcast channel topology, as illustrated in Fig. 1 for the red and green data flows, and this is referred to as cache-induced opportunistic CoMP • Cached-assisted multihopping: If the content requested by a node is distributed in the caches of several nearby nodes (i.e., each nearby node has a different portion of the requested content), this node can directly obtain the requested content from the nearby nodes, which will significantly reduce the number of hops from the source nodes to the destination node, as illustrated in Fig. 1 for the blue data flow. This is referred to as cache-assisted multihopping. We are interested in studying the benefits of PHY caching and its impact on the throughput scaling law of cache-assisted wireless adhoc networks. Some related works are reviewed below. [3] proposed coded caching schemes that can create coded multicast opportunities. [4] studied the joint optimization of cache content replication and routing in a regular network and identified the throughput scaling laws for various regimes. Recently, a number of works have studied the fundamental tradeoff or scaling laws in wireless device-todevice (D2D) caching networks [5] - [8] . However, the existing caching schemes do not consider cache-induced CoMP among the nodes. Moreover, many theoretical results on scaling laws in wireless caching networks are based on the simple "protocol model" [6] , [9] without considering the effect of PHY channel. In our analysis, we consider both the effect of PHY channel model and the coupling between caching and PHY transmission. Note that the concept of cached-induced opportunistic CoMP was first introduced in [10] , [11] for cellular networks. However, the cached-induced CoMP schemes in [10] , [11] cannot be directly applied to wireless adhoc networks where a node may serve both as a transmitter and a receiver. To the best of our knowledge, the throughput scaling in cache-assisted wireless adhoc networks has not been addressed. A complete understanding of the role of wireless caching is still missing, especially for the inter-play between the cache-assisted multihopping and the cache-induced MIMO cooperation gains. These interesting problems will be addressed in this paper.
II. CACHE-ASSISTED WIRELESS ADHOC NETWORK
Consider a cache-assisted wireless adhoc network with N nodes randomly placed on a square of area Nr 2 0 as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Each node has an average transmit power budget of P and a cache of size B C bits. We have the following assumption on the node placement.
Assumption 1 (Node Placement): The distance between any two nodes is no less than some constant r min > 0. Moreover, for any point in the square occupied by the network, the distance between this point and nearest node is no more than some constant r max > 0.
Assumption 1-1) is always satisfied in practice. Assumption 1-2) is to avoid the case when some nodes concentrate in a few isolated spots. In cache-assisted wireless adhoc network, the nodes request data (e.g., music or video) from a set of content files indexed by l ∈ L = {1, 2, . . . , L}. The size of the l-th file is F l bits and we assume F l = (B C ) , ∀l. There are two phases during the operation of cache-assisted wireless adhoc network, namely the cache initialization phase and the content delivery phase.
In the cache initialization phase, each node caches q l F l (possibly encoded) bits of the l-th content file (∀l), where q = [q 1 , . . . , q L ] T (with q l ∈ [0, 1] and L l=1 q l F l ≤ B C ) are called cache content replication vector. The specific cache data structure at each node and the algorithm to find q will be elaborated later. Since the popularity of content files changes slowly, the cache update overhead in the cache initialization phase is usually small [4] .
In the content delivery phase, if the content requested by node n is not in its own cache, it will obtain the requested content from a subset of other nodes. For example, in Fig. 1 , the content accessed by Rx 1 and Rx 3 exists simultaneously at the cache of the nearby nodes and thus they can be served by the nearby nodes using cache-induced CoMP, enjoying spatial multiplexing gains. The content requested by Rx 2 is distributed in the caches of the nearby nodes and thus it is served by the nearby nodes using cache-assisted multihopping. Let l n denote the index of the file requested by node n and let l = {l 1 , . . . , l N } denote the user request profile (URP). The URP process l (t) is an ergodic random process. Specifically, each node independently accesses the l-th content file with probability p l , where probability mass function p = [ p 1 , . . . , p L ] represents the popularity of the content files. We assume B C < L l=1 F l to avoid the trivial case when each node can cache all content files. Furthermore, we assume N B C > L l=1 F l so that there is at least one complete copy of each content file in the caches of the entire network.
We use similar channel model as in [12] , where the wireless link between two nodes is modeled by a flat block fading channel with bandwidth W . The channel coefficient between node n and n at time slot t is h n ,n (t) = r n ,n −α/2 exp jθ n ,n (t) ,
where r n ,n is the distance between node n and n , θ n ,n (t) is the random phase at time t, and α > 2 is the path loss exponent. Moreover, θ n ,n (t) are i.i.d. (w.r.t. the node index n , n and time index t) with uniform distribution on [0, 2π ]. At each node, the received signal is also corrupted by a circularly symmetric Gaussian noise with spectral density 1.
III. PHY CACHING FOR WIRELESS ADHOC NETWORKS
The proposed PHY caching contains two major components: the maximum distance separable (MDS) cache encoding working in the cache initiation phase and the cache-assisted online content delivery working in the content delivery phase. The MDS cache encoding component converts the content files into coded segments and decides how to cache the coded segments at each node. The cache-assisted online content delivery component exploits the coded segments cached at each node to achieve both cache-induced CoMP gain and cacheassisted multihop gain. Specifically, there are two PHY transmission modes, namely, cache-assisted multihop transmission and cache-induced dual-layer CoMP transmission. At each node, a PHY mode determination component first determines the transmission mode. Then each node obtains the requested file using the corresponding transmission mode. The details of each component are elaborated below.
A. MDS Cache Encoding for Cache Initialization Phase
The cache-assisted multihopping and cache-induced duallayer CoMP have conflicting requirements on the caching scheme. For the former, it is better to cache different content at different nodes so that the number of hops from the source to destination nodes can be minimized. For the later, the cache of the nearby transmitting nodes should store the same contents to support spatial multiplexing (i.e., simultaneous transmission of multiple data streams from a set of nearby serving nodes to a set of nearby requesting nodes using CoMP). We propose an MDS cache encoding scheme to strike a balance between these two conflicting goals.
MDS Cache Encoding Scheme (parameterized by a cache content replication vector q = [q 1 , . . . , q L ] T ) Step 1 (Nodes Partitioning): Partition the nodes into two non-overlapping subsets N 1 C and N 2 C such that N 1 C − N 2 C ≤ 1 and the nodes in any subset are uniformly distributed in the network. The detailed node Partitioning algorithm can be found in [13] .
Step 2 (MDS Encoding and Cache Modes Determination): Each file is divided into segments of L S bits. Each segment is encoded using a MDS rateless code as shown in Fig. 2 -(a). If q l ≥ 0.5, the cache mode for the l-th content file is set to be CoMP cache mode. In this case, for each segment of the l-th file, the MDS encoder first generates 2q l L S parity bits from the L S information bits of the original segment. Then the first q l L S parity bits form the layer 1 CoMP parity block and the last q l L S parity bits form the layer 2 CoMP parity block of this segment, as illustrated in Fig. 2 -(a) for the first file. If q l < 0.5, the cache mode for the l-th content file is set to be multihop cache mode and the MDS encoder generates N multihop parity blocks of length q l L S for each segment of the l-th file as illustrated in Fig. 2 -(a) for file 2. Define (q) {l : q l < 0.5} as the set of files associated with multihop cache mode and (q) {l : q l ≥ 0.5} as that associated with CoMP cache mode.
Step 3 (Offline Cache Initialization): For l = 1, .., L, if l ∈ (q), then the cache of node n is initialized with the nth multihop parity block for each segment of the l-th file. If l ∈ (q), then the caches of the nodes in N 1 C and N 2 C are initialized with the layer 1 and layer 2 CoMP parity blocks respectively.
The MDS cache encoding scheme has several benefits. First, the parity blocks of the requested segment can be received in any order without protocol overheads of reassembly due to the property of MDS codes. Second, when a node requests a file associated with multihop cache mode, it can always obtain the parity blocks required to decode this file from the nearest 
, which denotes the set of all layer 1 (2) parity blocks of all files l ∈ associated with the CoMP cache mode. The requesting nodes 2, 4, 5 belong to N 2 C and they are served by the nodes in N 1 C = {1, 3, 6, 8} using the layer 1 CoMP as illustrated in the red plane. The layer 2 CoMP is illustrated in the blue plane.
1/q l − 1 nodes. Third, the introduction of CoMP cache mode for popular files facilitates the design of cache-induced duallayer CoMP. To support homogeneous opportunistic CoMP in the wireless adhoc network, we propose a cache-induced duallayer CoMP as illustrated in Fig. 3 . Specifically, the nodes in the adhoc network are partitioned into two non-overlapping subsets N 1 C and N 2 C such that N 1 C ∩ N 2 C = ∅ as illustrated in Step 1. The nodes in N 1 C (N 2 C ) cache the layer 1 (layer 2) CoMP parity blocks so that requesting nodes in N 2 C can be served with layer 1 CoMP transmission from nodes in N 1 C , enjoying spatial multiplexing gains and vice versa for layer 2.
The cache-assisted multihop gain and cache-induced duallayer CoMP gain depends heavily on the cache content replication vector q. In Theorem 3, we will give an order-optimal cache content replication vector q to maximize the order of the per node throughput. The order-optimal q is calculated offline based on the content popularity p.
B. Frequency Planning for Interference Mitigation
The interference in ad hoc networks is mitigated using frequency planning. The bandwidth W is divided into three bands: the multihop band with size W b for the cache-assisted multihop transmission, the layer 1 CoMP band and the layer 2 CoMP band with size W c for the layer 1 and layer 2 CoMP transmissions respectively, where W b + 2W c = W . As a result, these three transmissions can occur simultaneously without interference. The multihop bandwidth W b is uniformly divided into M subbands and each node is allocated with one subband such that the following condition is satisfied.
Condition 1 (Spatial reuse distance): Any two nodes with distance no more than r I is allocated with different subbands, where r I > 2r max is a system parameter.
The following lemma gives the number of subbands that is required to satisfy the above condition. 1 Lemma 1 (Admissible frequency reuse factor): There exists a frequency reuse scheme which has M ≤ 2r I r min + 1 2 + 1 subbands and satisfies Condition 1.
Finally, we adopt uniform power allocation where the power allocated to each subband is proportional to the bandwidth of the subband. For example, at each node, the power allocated on the multihop subband is W b P W b +MW c and the power allocated on the CoMP band is MW c P W b +MW c . The total transmit power of a node is given by
C. Online PHY Mode Determination
When node n requests file l n , it first determines the PHY mode. If q l n < 0.5, node n uses the cache-assisted multihop transmission to request file l n ; otherwise, it uses the cacheinduced dual-layer CoMP transmission. The PHY mode is fixed during the transmission of the entire file l n .
D. Online Cache-Assisted Multihop Transmission
Cache-assisted Multihop Transmission (for node n requesting file l n with multihop cache mode)
Step 1 (Selection of Source Node Set B n at node n) 1a (Source Nodes Selection): Node n chooses the nearest nodes which have a total number of no less than 1 − q l n L S parity bits for each segment of the requested file l n as the source nodes. Specifically, let r * n = min r, s.t. n : r n,n ≤ r ≥ 1/q l n . Then the set of source nodes for node n is given by B n = n = n : r n,n ≤ r * n . 1b (Load Partitioning): Node n determines the load partitioning among the source nodes. Specifically, for each requested file segment, node n will obtain q l n L S parity bits from each node in B n and 1−q ln − B n q ln L S |B n |− B n parity bits from each node in B n \B n , where B n = n = n : r n,n < r * n .
Step 2 (Multihop Routing and Transmission) 2a (Multihop Routing Path Establishment):
For each source node n ∈ B n , node n sends a REQm message to node n to establish a multihop routing path between them. The REQm message contains the positions of node n and n, the requested file index l n , and the number of requested parity bits per segment.
2b (Multihop Transmission): Each node n in B n sends the requested parity bits as indicated by the REQm message to node n along the multihop routing path established in step 2a. The source node set B n and the multihop routing path are fixed during the transmission of the entire file l n .
In step 1, the requesting node n chooses the nearest nodes containing 1 − q l n L S multihop parity bits for each segment of the requested file l n as the source set B n . In step 2, the requesting node establishes the multihop routing path (route Fig. 4 . An illustration of multihop routing and transmission, where the requesting node 1 first sends REQm to a source node 3 and then source node 3 sends the requested parity bits to node 1. table) to and from the serving nodes in B n using a geometrybased routing. Specifically, the coverage area is divided into N Voronoi cells as illustrated in Fig. 4 . Then the multihop routing path from node n to node n consists of a sequence of hops along a routing line segment connecting node n and node n . In each hop, the REQm message (defined in step 2a) from node n to node n are transferred from one Voronoi cell (node) to another in the order in which they intersect the routing line segment. For example, in Fig. 4 , the routing line segment from node 1 to node 3 intersects cell 2 and cell 3. Then node 1 sends the REQm to node 3 via multihop transmission over the route "node 1→node 2→node 3". The routing path from node n to n can be obtained by reversing the routing path from node n to n . Finally, node n obtains the multihop parity bits of the requested files from B n via the established multihop routes. Together with the q l n L S parity bits of each segment stored at the local cache, node n can decode each segment of file l n . Figure 6 illustrates a toy example of the overall cacheassisted multihop transmission. Node 1 requests file 1 of segment size L S =1 Mbits using multihop mode. The source node set B 1 = {2, 3, . . . , 9} determined by step 1 contains 0.96M multihop parity bits. After step 2a, node 1 has established multihop paths to and from the source nodes {2, 3, . . . , 9} as illustrated in Fig. 5 . Then node 1 obtains 0.88M parity bits for every segment of file 1 from nodes in B 1 using multihop transmission. Together with the locally cached 0.12M parity bits for each segment of file 1, node 1 can decode file 1.
E. Online Cache-Induced Dual-Layer CoMP Transmission
The cache-induced dual-layer CoMP transmission is illustrated in Fig. 3 and is summarized below.
Cache-induced Dual-layer CoMP Transmission
Step 1 (Dual-Layer CoMP Tx Node Clustering): Each CoMP layer N 1 C (N 2 C ) is further partitioned into CoMP clusters of size N c so that N 1 C = ∪ j G Tx 1, j and N 2 C = ∪ j G Tx 2, j . For example, in Fig. 3 , we have G Tx 1,1 = {1, 6}, G Tx 1,2 = {3, 8}, G Tx 2,1 = {2, 5} and G Tx 2,2 = {4, 7}.
Step 2 (Dual-Layer CoMP Rx Node Clustering):
Each requesting node n ∈ N 2 C broadcasts the requested file index l n (associated with CoMP cache mode) to the nearest nodes in N 1 C . The j-th CoMP cluster of layer 1 registers the requesting nodes and let G Rx 1, j ⊂ N 2 C be the set of all requesting nodes associated with the j-th layer 1 cluster G Tx 1, j . Fig. 3 illustrates an example in which G Rx 1,1 = {2, 5}, G Rx 1,2 = {4}, G Rx 2,1 = {6} and G Rx 2,2 = {3, 8}. Step 3 (CoMP transmission in each cluster): At each time slot, the nodes in G Tx 1, j employ CoMP to jointly transmit the cached parity bits to the nodes in G Rx 1, j simultaneously. On the other hand, node n ∈ G Rx 1, j keeps receiving the requested portion of parity bits for each segment of file l n ( 1 − q l n L S parity bits per segment) until all the requested segments of file l n is received. The CoMP transmission in the j-th layer 2 cluster is similar.
After clustering in step 1 and 2, the nodes in G Tx 1, j and G Rx 1, j forms a MISO broadcast channel topology with N c transmit antennas and |G Rx 1, j | single receive antenna users as illustrated in Fig. 3 , where the nodes in G Tx 1,1 = {1, 6} forms a virtual transmitter with two distributed transmit antennas serving the two single antenna nodes in G Rx 1,1 = {2, 5}. The parity bits of the requested file segments for nodes in G Rx 1, j can be transmitted simultaneously from the nodes in G Tx 1, j using spatial multiplexing and therefore, the network throughput can be increased. Similarly, the j-th layer 2 cluster G Tx 2, j and the associated nodes in G Rx 2, j also form a MISO BC.
IV. THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS IN REGULAR NETWORKS
In this section, we analyze the throughput of the proposed PHY caching scheme for regular wireless adhoc networks.
Definition 1 (Regular Adhoc Network): In a regular wireless adhoc network, the N nodes are placed on a grid as illustrated in Fig. 5 . The distance between the adjacent nodes is r 0 .
Similar to [4] , assume symmetric traffic model where all nodes have the same throughput requirement R and all files have the same size F. To avoid boundary effects, we let N → ∞. We will first analyze the performance of a baseline multihop caching scheme in which the PHY transmission scheme for all nodes is based on the cache-assisted multihop transmission summarized in Section III-D. After deriving closed form expressions of the per node throughput of both schemes, we will quantify the benefit of the proposed PHY caching scheme relative to the multihop caching scheme.
A. Per Node Throughput of Multihop Caching Scheme
In the multihop caching scheme, we set r I = 2.5r 0 . As a result, the multihop bandwidth W b = W is divided into M = 9 subbands as illustrated in Fig. 5 . First, we derive the average rate (nats per second) of each link.
Lemma 2 In the cache-assisted multihop transmission, the average rate of each link is given by W R b , where
From Lemma 2, we obtain the achievable per node throughput in the following theorem.
Theorem 1 (Per node throughput of multihop caching): Under the multihop caching scheme, the per node throughput is
The intuition behind Theorem 1 is as follows. As can be seen in Fig. 5 , for each node, the number of nodes with the nearest distance (r 0 ) from it is 4, that with the second nearest distance ( √ 2r 0 ) is 8, and that with the m-th nearest distance is 4m. Let B n,m denote the set of nodes with the m-th nearest distance from node n. Suppose node n requests the l-th file. Then φ(q l ) is the maximum number of hops between node n and its source nodes in B n . For example, in Fig. 5 , q l = 0.12 and thus the maximum number of hops between node 1 and its source nodes is φ(0.12) = 2. The average traffic rate induced by a single node is L l=1 p l 2ψ (q l ) R, where 2ψ (q l ) R is the traffic rate induced by a single node requesting the l-th file. Since the ratio between the number of links and the number of nodes is 2 as N → ∞, the traffic rate on each link is L l=1 p l ψ (q l ) R.
Clearly, the per node throughput requirement R can be satisfied if the traffic rate on each link does not exceed the average rate of each link, i.e., L l=1 p l ψ (q l ) R ≤ W R b . Hence, the per node throughput is B (q).
B. Per Node Throughput of PHY Caching Scheme
Recall that for M = 9, the bandwidth of a multihop subband is W −2W c 9 and the transmit power on this bandwidth is
The noise power is W −2W c 9 and the interference power from the interfering nodes transmitting on the same multihop subband is (W −2W c )P W +7W c I R , where I R is given in Lemma 2. Hence the SINR of each link in the cache-assisted multihop transmission is 9Pr −α 0 W +7W c +9P I R , and the corresponding rate is given by
When a node requests a file with CoMP cache mode, it is served using the cache-induced dual-layer CoMP in Section III-E. The following theorem gives closed-form bounds for the average rate in this case. Theorem 2 (Average rate bounds of dual-layer CoMP): Let
The average rate of a node served using the cache-
In Theorem 2, the upper bound is obtained using the cut set bound between all nodes in N 1 C and a node in 
Corollary 1 (Per node throughput bounds of PHY caching):
Under the proposed PHY caching scheme, the per node throughput A (q) is given by
where
for a ∈ {L , U }. Finally, as P, N c → ∞ such that
Note that the upper and lower bounds U A (q) , L A (q) are asymptotically tight at high SNR.
C. Order Optimal Cache Content Replication Solution
The throughputs of both PHY caching and multihop caching are non-concave functions of the cache content replication vector q. To make the analysis tractable, we aim at finding the order-optimal cache content replication solution. Let the notation N , L ξ → ∞ denote N → ∞ and lim N →∞ L N = ξ . Since N B C > L F, we have ξ ∈ 0, B C F . The corollary below follows from Theorem 1 and Corollary 1. Consider the problem of maximizing the order of per node throughput in Corollary 2:
The constraint q l ≥ 1 N is to ensure that there is at least one complete copy of the l-th file in the caches of the entire network. Problem (8) is convex and the optimal solution can be easily obtained using numerical method. To facilitate performance analysis, we characterize the order-optimal q in the following theorem. A cache content replication vector q is order-optimal for problem (8) if the achieved objective value is on the same order as the optimal objective value as N , L ξ → ∞.
Theorem 3 (Order optimal cache content replication):
As N , L ξ → ∞, an order-optimal q is given by
Theorem 3 implies that the order-optimal cache content replication variable q l is proportional to p 2/3 l , indicating that a larger portion of the cache capacity should be allocated to more popular content.
D. Benefits of PHY Caching
The PHY caching gain is defined as the throughput gap between the PHY caching and multihop caching. We analyze this gain under the Zipf content popularity distribution [14] :
where the parameter τ determines the rate of popularity decline as l increases, and Z τ (L) = L l=1 l −τ is a normalization factor. Using Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, we can bound the PHY caching gain A (q * ) − B (q * ) under the order-optimal cache content replication q * in (9) .
Corollary 3 (PHY caching gain): The PHY caching gain is bounded as
for a ∈ {L , U }. Moreover, as P, N c → ∞ such that
where q * l is given in (9) . According to Corollary 3, the PHY caching gain can be well approximated by at high SNR. Clearly, we have ≥ 0. captures the key features of the actual (simulated) PHY caching gain even at moderate SNR as illustrated in Fig. 6 . From (12), we have the following observation about the impact of system parameters on . Impact of the normalized cache size B C F : When fluctuations followed by a positive jump. Overall, increases with B C F as shown in the upper subplot of Fig. 6 . Impact of the number of content files L: In the lower subplot of Fig. 6 , we plot versus L when fixing other parameters. It can be observed that decreases with L.
Impact of the Content Popularity Skewness τ : When
τ is bounded and we can achieve a PHY caching gain of (1) even when L → ∞. On the other hand, when τ ≤ 3 2 , the normalized cache size B C F has to increase with L at the same order as L → ∞ in order to achieve a PHY caching gain of (1).
V. THROUGHPUT SCALING LAWS IN GENERAL NETWORKS
In this section, we study throughput scaling laws for general cache-assisted wireless adhoc networks. We first give the order of the per node throughput of the proposed PHY caching scheme with fixed cache content replication q. The factor L l=1 p l 1 q l in (13) is due to multihop transmission and it determines the throughput order. When q l increases, the average number of hops from the source to the destination nodes decreases and thus the throughput order increases. Note that the throughput order in Theorem 4 is consistent with that of the regular network in Corollary 2. Hence, the order optimal cache content replication solution in general wireless adhoc networks is also given by (9) in Theorem 3 and the following scaling laws follow straightforwardly from Theorem 3 and 4.
Corollary 4 (Asymptotic throughput scaling laws): Under the Zipf content popularity distribution in (10), the order optimal per node throughput in general wireless adhoc networks is given by R * = Using the MDS cache encoding scheme, the per node throughput order is significantly improved compared to the Gupta-Kumar law 1/ √ N [9] . This order-wise throughput gain is called the cache-assisted multihop gain.
Impact of the number of content files L: When L = (1), the per node throughput is (1) and PHY caching achieves order gains. When L → ∞ and B C = (F), the cache-assisted multihop gain depends heavily on the content popularity skewness represented by the parameter τ .
Impact of the popularity skewness τ : For a larger τ , the requests will concentrate more on a few content files and thus a larger cache-assisted multihop gain can be achieved. When L → ∞ and B C = (F), there are two critical popularity skewness points: τ = 1 and τ = 3/2. When τ > 3/2, PHY caching can achieve a per node throughput of (1) (order gains) even if B C L F. When τ < 1, if L = (N ), PHY caching does not provide order gain, and the per node throughput scales according to the Gupta-Kumar law 1/ √ N . When L scales slower than N , there is still an order improvement over the Gupta-Kumar law.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a PHY caching scheme which can change the underlying PHY topology to enhance the capacity of wireless adhoc networks. We establish the corresponding throughput scaling laws and study the impact of various system parameters on the PHY caching gain for cacheassisted wireless adhoc network. The numerical results in the full version in [13] show that the proposed PHY caching scheme has significant gain over existing wireless caching schemes.
